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Deimatic or ‘startle’ displays cause a receiver to recoil reflexively in response

to a sudden change in sensory input. Deimatism is sometimes implicitly trea-

ted as a form of aposematism (unprofitability associated with a signal).

However, the fundamental difference is, in order to provide protection, dei-

matism does not require a predator to have any learned or innate aversion.

Instead, deimatism can confer a survival advantage by exploiting existing

neural mechanisms in a way that releases a reflexive response in the predator.

We discuss the differences among deimatism, aposematism, and forms of

mimicry, and their ecological and evolutionary implications. We highlight

outstanding questions critical to progress in understanding deimatism.
1. Introduction
Predation drives the evolution of diverse antipredator defences in prey. Some

defences are static (‘unswitchable’), while others are performed in response to

external cues. Studies of antipredator defences have often focused on the pro-

tective value of conspicuous, static signals, and their co-occurrence with traits

that render their bearers unprofitable, such as high speed or manoeuvrability,

physical weapons, toxins or venom [1–7]. Studies of aposematism—unprofit-

ability associated with a signal—have led to major advances in evolutionary

theory and some iconic examples of natural selection (e.g. [8–11]), but a

strong focus on static signals neglects the other antipredator strategies. By

undergoing sudden transitions when under attack, deimatic prey species can

cause their predators to recoil reflexively [12–14]. For example, reflexive

responses can be invoked by a sudden transition between camouflage and

aposematism, by a change from small to large apparent body size, or by emit-

ting a loud sound. Crucially, unlike aposematism, reflexive responses to

transitory, i.e. deimatic, elements do not require learned or innate aversion.

Until now the idea that deimatic or ‘startle’ displays are distinct from

aposematism, in that they do not require learned or innate avoidance, has

been implied to greater or lesser degree across the field’s sparse literature

[4,12–19]. However, so far, it has not been made explicit. Here, we wish to

bring the idea into sharp relief. We discuss the consequences of this idea in

the context of the distinctive way in which deimatism confers a survival advan-

tage and how it may evolve, and we suggest outstanding questions for

empirical and theoretical scrutiny.
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Table 1. Comparison of characteristics of defensive strategies with reference to predator learning. (‘yes’ or ‘no’ refers to the requirement in the first column.)

aposematism
(non-mimic)

Müllerian
mimicry

Batesian
mimicry

deimatic
display with
no further
defence

deimatic
display with
chemical
defence

deimatic
display with
eyespots (no
chemical
defence)

requires learned or

innate aversion

yes yes yes no no yesa

requires an evolutionary

history or environment

shared with model species

no yes yes no no yesb

avoidance must be learned

from the focal prey

species itself

yes no no no no no

avoidance can be learned

from the focal prey

species itself

yes yes noc yes yes no

predators can learn to

ignore the display

no no yes yes nod yes

aNot for movement and conspicuous colour pattern.
bPredator must have at least innate aversion of its own predator’s eyes.
cNot without its model.
dPredators can learn to ignore the deimatic component, but not the chemical defence.
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2. How do deimatism and aposematism differ?
Aposematic organisms advertise their unprofitability

through signals (both static and/or switchable, ‘facultative

aposematism’ [19]) [4,20]. Survival by aposematism is para-

doxical in the sense that prey bearing conspicuous signals

are more easily detected by naive predators than camou-

flaged prey [21]. Predator populations often contain a

fraction of naive predators, and aposematic prey popu-

lations must sustain the loss of a proportion of individuals

before predators learn to associate the signal with unprofit-

ability. This process occurs in every predator breeding

season [22]. Naive predators can be innately averse to con-

spicuous prey (e.g. wariness [23,24]). However, available

evidence also suggests that conspicuous prey are on average

more likely to be attacked by naive predators than their

camouflaged counterparts [22,24,25]. Aposematic prey can

benefit from ‘safety in numbers’ as well as positive fre-

quency dependence where the higher the density and

frequency of individuals bearing the signal, the better they

are protected [8,26]. The protection afforded to aposematic

species is shared by Müllerian (‘honest’) mimics, via positive

frequency dependence, and exploited by Batesian (‘dishon-

est’) mimics via negative frequency dependence [8]. While

Batesian mimics do not have to be learned anew, and

cannot be, else the species’ profitability is discovered, both

types of mimics benefit from predators learning to avoid

unprofitable prey, and generalizing their learned avoidance

to mimics.

Deimatism involves a behaviour by a sender that gives

rise to a sudden transition in sensory input, causing the
receiver to recoil reflexively. Such behaviours can take the

form of sudden, possibly momentary, changes in appearance

in any modality, but visual and auditory signals are most

commonly studied [12–14,16,27–31]. For example, there is

a significant body of work on the interaction between audi-

tory startle and emotional state in humans [32–34] and on

auditory arms races between moths and bats [35]. There

has been a long-standing focus on displays involving

sudden transitions in visual appearance, for example

between camouflage and aposematism (e.g. newts [35]) or

between camouflage and mimicry (e.g. lepidopteran and

amphibian eyespots [36]). These transitions often include

movement, though colour change may give rise to deimatism

without movement, as occurs in cephalopods [37,38].

Deimatic transitions can reveal an aposematic signal but,

crucially, the aposematic component conveys information to

a predator about prey unprofitability, whereas the deimatic

component (sudden transition) does not necessarily convey

any information. Deimatism exploits purely reflexive

responses in the predator, sidestepping the requirement for

learned or innate aversion.

Animal defences are well defined by the proximate mech-

anisms through which they protect their bearers [20,29,36].

There have been many partly-overlapping suggestions for

the mechanism by which deimatism is thought to confer a

survival advantage, including the following, non-exclusive,

processes: (i) releasing the ‘startle reflex’ in the predator

[28], (ii) overwhelming the predator’s senses [14,37],

(iii) exploiting the predator’s fear responses [5,13,16], and

(iv) causing misclassification by predator of potential prey

as a threat [13]. Each mechanism works without the need
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Figure 1. Evolutionary routes to deimatism. In the defence-first hypothesis (a – d) initially camouflaged prey gain defences followed by conspicuous signals (a – c; as
in aposematism), followed by concealment of the signal (d ). In the startle-first hypothesis (e – h), initially camouflaged prey benefit from incidentally exploiting a
reflexive response in predators (e.g. when fleeing an encounter; a,b). The effective behaviour is evolutionarily co-opted and enhanced through a conspicuous signal
(g,h). *In the startle-first hypothesis it is possible that further defences are acquired or not.
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for predator learning; it merely takes advantage of existing

neural machinery.
3. Deimatism and predator experience
The differences and similarities between deimatism and

other defensive strategies are evident when they are

viewed in light of predator experience (table 1). All defences

that exploit innate aversion can protect prey against naive

predators. However, unlike aposematic prey and their

mimics (Müllerian and Batesian), deimatic prey may be pro-

tected against completely naive predators without requiring

learned or innate aversion. While predator learning is not

required for deimatism to provide protection, it is of course

possible that predators can learn that a species’ defence

includes a deimatic component (unless the displays inhibit

learning). As predators gain experience with unprofitable

deimatic prey, they may learn the association between the

prey’s resting state, its deimatic component and its unprofit-

ability [31], potentially reinforcing or improving the initial

protection. However, released from the requirement of

learned avoidance, deimatic prey do not necessarily require

any further defence, such as a chemical defence, in addition

to the deimatic component; the sudden transition itself may

provide protection for otherwise profitable prey. For

example, when prey are scarce or predator condition is

poor, predators may be forced to attack suboptimal prey

and hence test the profitability of deimatic prey. In deimatic

prey with no further defence, predators may learn to ignore

the transitory component that previously provided
protection [17]. Thus, like Batesian mimics (profitable

mimics), the evolution of profitable deimatic prey may be

negatively frequency dependent. All else being equal, we

suggest that the probability of surviving an encounter with

a naive predator is greater for prey with a deimatic com-

ponent to their defence than prey without.
4. Evolutionary pathways to deimatism
There are two important potential pathways to deimatism:

(i) the defence-first hypothesis and (ii) the startle-first hypoth-

esis. The defence-first hypothesis proposes that deimatism

evolves as a ‘next step’ along a trajectory to aposematism

(figure 1a–d). When aposematism evolves, prey may be more

likely to survive attacks by naive or indiscriminate predators

by concealing their conspicuousness to avoid the costs of

enhanced detectability. Essentially, prey revert to camouflage,

but retain the ability to make both a sudden deimatic transition

that can grant additional protection by causing reflexive recoil,

and a revealable, potentially learnable, aposematic signal. This

shifts the defence to a later stage in the predation sequence

and the deimatic transition eliminates the requirement for

learning [29].

The startle-first hypothesis suggests that deimatism

evolves in camouflaged ancestors that move suddenly

when avoiding attack, thereby startling their predator

(figure 1e–h). As alluded to in Edmunds [16] and Cott [4],

in the camouflaged ancestor, movement alone could release

the predator’s startle reflex often or effectively enough to

confer a survival advantage, e.g. protean defences or flash
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coloration [16]. If the protective value of the movement is

enhanced by a conspicuous and unexpected colour pattern

revealed during escape, such coloration would be favoured

by selection. Phylogenetically controlled studies are required

to test these hypotheses, as are experiments that disentangle

the salient components in the display. Interestingly, the star-

tle-first trajectory seems to circumvent the aposematism

paradox [6,38] because conspicuous surfaces are only

exposed to selection after the predator has detected and

begun approaching the prey [29].
Biol.Lett.13:20160936
5. Outstanding questions
Experimental, comparative and theoretical studies are

required to address many outstanding questions, four of

which we see as focal. (i) What is the effect of learning on deima-
tism and vice versa? Understanding the efficacy of deimatism

against naive and experienced predators will test the hypoth-

esis that deimatic displays exploit reflexive responses, and

whether they enhance or inhibit learning. (ii) Under what
conditions do profitable and unprofitable deimatic prey evolve?
Comparing the mode of frequency dependence in profitable

and unprofitable deimatic prey will allow us to understand

how unprofitable deimatic prey can persist. (iii) By what mech-
anism(s) does deimatism deter predators? We urgently need

knowledge of the mechanism(s) by which deimatism deters

predators to guide work in this field. (iv) What are the evol-
utionary pathways to deimatism? Phylogenetic approaches

involving ancestral state reconstruction will provide insight

into the evolutionary path(s) to deimatism.
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